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Effect of charge reduction on shielding in dusty plasmas
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The shielding of dust particles by each other in a dusty plasma is studied taking into account the
effects of dust charging. It is shown that the assumption of a Boltzmann response for dust species
is not appropriate under these circumstances. Further, it is shown that in the close-packing limit, dust
grains screen each other by charge reduction, and an expression is obtained for this shielding scale
length. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1582185#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic shielding of the dust charge in dusty pl
mas in the presence of electrons, ions and other dust cha
is an important and interesting problem. In typical laborato
conditions, dust grains acquire a large negative charge du
the differential fluxes of electrons and ions. This large d
charge produces an electric field in the plasma. A quest
which then naturally arises, is how this electric field
shielded from the rest of the plasma? In the limit of an is
lated dust grain, where there is a single grain in a la
volume, the electrons and ions will shield the electric fie
within a characteristic length scalelD where lD

2

5T/4pe2(ne1ni)
21, wherene(ni) is the electron~ion! den-

sity, while T is the temperature of the electrons and io
This has given rise to the notion of ‘‘Yukawa’’ particle
which interact with each other via a shielded potentialfY

5(Q2/4pe0r )e2r /lD. This model is widely used in theore
ical models and molecular dynamic simulations pertaining
dusty plasmas. However, the notion of a Yukawa particle
strictly valid in the isolated grain limit wheread@lD (ad

5(3/4pnd)1/3 is the Wigner–Seitz radius,nd is the dust
number density!.

A case of great experimental interest is where grains
closely packed such thatad<lD . In this case, the presenc
of other grains in the screening process must be taken
account, and the relevant question then is the following
the limit ad<lD , do grains screen each other? To acco
for screening due to the other grains, some authors1–4 have
extended the notion of Boltzmann’s response~where the
electric field balances the kinetic pressure! to moderately
strongly coupled dust species with a fixed chargeqd and
have thus argued that dust grains screen each other v
Debye shielding with a length scalelDd where lDd

2

5Td/4pndqd
2 (Td is the dust kinetic temperature!. This has

been verified in one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulatio
of dusty plasma with a fixed dust charge.3 However, the dust
chargeqd is not fixed but is self-consistently determined
the local plasma conditions. In fact, in the regimead<lD

experimental observations show that the dust charge is
stantially reduced from its value in the single grain limi5

Thus a correct theory of grain charge screening should
based on an appropriate theory of grain charging which ta
into account the grain charge reduction in the limitad
2661070-664X/2003/10(7)/2663/4/$20.00
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<lD . In this paper, we focus our attention on the effects
grain charging but do not consider its effects on strong c
pling.

The mechanism of grain charging in the plasma is
complicated nonlinear problem involving the solution
Poisson’s equations with electrons, ions and N grains~in
different locations! and appropriate boundary conditions o
grain surfaces and at infinity.6,7A two-dimensional numerica
solution of this problem by Younget al.8 shows that the grain
charge depends on the grain location and the plasma po
tial which becomes strongly negative within the cloud in t
regimead<lD , varies spatially. Fortunately in most situa
tions of practical interest, the average dust chargeqd and the
plasma potentialf can be obtained as a function of du
densitynd ~for fixed background plasma parameters! using a
simple, but elegant charging model due to Havneset al.7

This model considers cases where dust charging is du
plasma thermal fluxes alone. It does not consider effects
lated to secondary electron or ion or photoelectron emiss
For typical laboratory conditions where electron energies
<1 eV, these effects are not significant.9,10 They are impor-
tant, though, in the planetary and astrophysical environm
The prediction of this model regarding charge reduction
the close packing limit have been verified in a number
experiments.5,11

In this paper we analyze the problem of dust cha
screening using the charging model of Havneset al. and
show the following.

~a! The Boltzmann response for the dust species is
appropriate because it relies on balancing the electr
force on the dust species by the dust kinetic press
gradient. However, these forces cannot balance e
other because they can be shown to lie in the sa
direction.

~b! Dust grains, when packed closely, shield each other
charge reduction. In other words, dust charge reduc
is a consequence of the mutual screening of gr
charges. The effect is important in the limitad<lD ,
and the scale length of this screening islc wherelc

2

5Teff /(4pqdnd
2) where Teff is the temperature assoc

ated with ‘‘electric pressure’’ in the dusty plasma.
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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II. CHARGING MODEL

We begin by considering conditions of dusty plasma
sumed in the model of Havneset al.7 in which a dust cloud is
assumed to be imbedded in an infinite plasma backgrou
The plasma potentialf is taken to be zero at infinity. Within
the cloud f is usually nonzero and negative. Followin
Havneset al. we assume the Boltzmann response for io
and electrons. In steady state, the dust chargeqd is deter-
mined by the condition that the electron thermal fluxI e is
equal to the ion thermal fluxI i . Using the theory of orbit
limited motion, the expressions forI e andI i are given by6,9,12

I e1I i50, ~1!

where

I e52q~pa2!~8Te /pme!
1/2nee

qc/Te, ~2!

I i5q~pa2!~8Ti /pmi !
1/2niF12

qc

Ti
G , ~3!

and

ne5n0eqf/Te, ni5n0e2qf/Ti. ~4!

In these equations,a is the radius of the grain andc is
the dust surface potential relative to the plasma poten
experienced by orbiting ions in the vicinity. As stated earli
this may not be zero within the cloud. It is related to the d
chargeqd via qd5ca andn0 in Eq. ~4! the plasma density a
infinity wheref50 and there is no dust. These expressio
are valid when the relative drift speed between the plas
and the dust is small as compared to the thermal velocitie
electrons and ions. Further conditions for the validity
these equations are discussed in Refs. 6, 9 and 13. Nex
assume,a priori, that the dust charge is appropriate
shielded in all regimes and hence, in steady state, one
always assume quasi-neutrality on scales larger than
scale length of the appropriate shielding mechanism.~This
will be justified later when we show that indeed the du
charge is always shielded.! Hence,

qdnd5q~ni2ne!. ~5!

As pointed out by Goertzet al.14 for fixed background
plasma parameters, i.e.,Te /Ti , me /mi , n0 and the grain
radius a, Eqs. ~1! and ~5! constitute two equations for th
dust surface potentialc and the plasma potentialf as func-
tions of nd , i.e., c5c(nd), f5f(nd). The dust densitynd

can be parametrized by the dimensionless Havnes param
eZ defined aseZ5(qdnd /qni). In the single grain limit,
where eZ→0, for a hydrogen plasma withTe /Ti51, one
obtainsc .22.51, andf50.9,14 In the close packing limit
whereeZ→1, one obtainsc→0 while f→21.9.9,14As men-
tioned earlier, these effects related to charge reduction
well as the negativity off in the close packing limit has
been verified experimentally5,11 and seen in simulations.8

The reason for these effects is that in the limitad<lD , the
Debye spheres of various grains overlap giving rise to a n
zero, negative plasma potential. The dust charge is redu
because in this limit, the dust surface potential with resp
to the plasma potential, which determinesqd , is reduced.
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The dependencef5f(nd) is a peculiar characteristic o
a dusty plasma, and has some interesting conseque
Some of these will be explored here. As pointed out
Goertz et al.,14 the dependencef5f(nd) implies that the
Coulomb force on the grains behaves like a ‘‘pressure’’ for
i.e., F5qdE52qd“f52Teff /nd“nd , with an effective
temperatureTeff given by Teff5qdnd df/dnd provided it can
be shown thatTeff.0 for all values ofeZ. The derivative
df/dnd can be evaluated via Eqs.~1!–~5!, and yields the
expression15

Teff

Te
5

qd

q

C@~11a!2aC# f ~F!

@C$~11a!2aC%1 f ~F!~11a!~12aC!#
,

~6!

where

f ~F!5~eF2e2aF!/~eF1ae2aF!, ~7!

anda5Te /Ti . For typical laboratory conditions,a is either
greater than or equal to one. The derivativedqd /dnd can
also be evaluated from these equations and is given by15

nd

qd

dqd

dnd
52

~11a!~12aC! f ~F!

C@~11a!2aC#1 f ~F!~11a!~12aC!
.

~8!

Here f and c are normalized so thatF5qf/Te and C
5qc/Te . From Eq.~6!, Teff can be determined as a functio
of eZ for a givena and the mass ratiome /mi . In case of
grain charging due to thermal fluxes alone,C, F andqd are
negative in the entire range ofeZ. HenceTeff>0 from Eq.
~6!, which in turn implies that the Coulomb force and th
dust pressure force are in the same direction. As a result
Boltzmann response, which relies on the balancing of
electrical force by the pressure gradient force, is not valid
the dust species. Clearly,Teff is a measure of average ele
trostatic energy per dust particle. In Fig. 1, we plotTeff /Te vs
eZ for a hydrogen plasma. It is zero for smalleZ, because
F→0 in the limit eZ→0. For largeeZ, Teff is again zero
becauseqd is small in this range ofeZ. Teff attains a maxi-

FIG. 1. Plot ofTeff /Te vs eZ whereeZ5(qdnd /qni). NoteTeff /Te.0 in the
whole range ofeZ.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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mum for intermediate values ofeZ where it is greater than
the electron temperature by at least an order of magnitu
Thus, in this range ofeZ, dust grains have maximum elec
trostatic energy per particle and collective effects are m
important in this range. As stated earlier, this electrost
energy behaves like ‘‘pressure,’’ i.e., it expels dust gra
from regions of high density.

III. CHARGE REDUCTION AND SHIELDING

In the second part of our paper we show that gra
screen each other by charge reduction. In other words,
large negative plasma potential in the regimead<lD is
screened from the pristine plasma at infinity~where the
plasma potential is zero! by charge reduction. To see thi
consider a situation where there are a large number of
grains in the Debye sphere, i.e.,ad<lD , so that the usua
Debye screening due to electrons and ions is ineffect
Now, imagine a bunch of grains of number density (nd

1Dnd). Because of the density enhancement, two effe
occur in the bunch. First, the plasma potential in the bu
becomes more negative with respect to the surrounding
gions and a local electric field is created. Second, the d
charge in the bunch is reduced and the reduction in the s
charge due to this reduction shields the negative plasma
tential and the electric field of the bunch. This shielding c
also be seen by considering the space charge balance i
bunch. For small changes inqd andnd , we write

Drd5Dqdnd1qdDnd5@nd~dqd /dnd!1qd#Dnd . ~9!

Since dqd /dnd,0, the enhancement in the bunch spa
charge due to an increase innd is balanced or ‘‘shielded’’ by
the reduction in bunch space charge due to reduction inqd .

To obtain a scale length for this screening let us calcu
the plasma potentialDf induced because of the charge r
duction. The reduction in space charge due to reduction inqd

is given byDqdnd5(dqd /dnd)(Dnd)nd . Using the defini-
tion of Teff , we may expressDqdnd5Df/4plc

2, with

lc
25

Teff

4pqd
2nd

Fnd

qd

dqd

dnd
G21

. ~10!

Thus the dust charge reduction induces a potentialDf
which varies on the scale lengthlc . To see the relation oflc

with lD we consider the total space charge in the bunch
write

Dqdnd1qdDnd1qDni2qDne50. ~11!

The condition for the validity of this equation will be dis
cussed shortly. Using the definition oflc we obtain

qdDnd52~Df/4plc
2!3u~nd /qd!dqd /dndu21. ~12!

Now in the high dust density limit wheread!ld or eZ
→1, C→0 so that from Eq.~8! (nd /qd)dqd /dnd521 in
this limit. ThusDqdnd1qdDnd50 and the screening due t
charge reduction is perfect in this limit. If this screening
not perfect, then the residual potential is screened by e
trons and ions on a larger scalelD . Using Boltzmann’s re-
sponse forDne andDni in Eq. ~11!, the relationship between
lc andlD can be expressed as
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F11
nd

qd

dqd

dnd
G5

lc
2

lc
21lD

2
. ~13!

This equation clearly expresses the relationship betw
screening and charge reduction. In the single grain li
dqd /dnd.0, lD!lc so that Debye screening due to ele
trons and ions is more important. In the opposite limit whe
ad!ld or eZ→1, (nd /qd)dqd /dnd→21 hencelc!lD im-
plying that screening due to charge reduction is more imp
tant in this limit. For intermediate values ofeZ, the screen-
ing due to charge reduction strongly competes with screen
due to Debye shielding. In~Fig. 2! we plot lD /lc vs eZ
using Eqs.~1!–~6! which clearly show this effect. The effec
tive screening lengthlT can thus be expressed as

1

lT
2

5
1

lc
2

1
1

lD
2

. ~14!

The condition for the validity of the perturbed quas
neutrality expressed in Eq.~11! is that the scale-length of th
bunchL@lT . In low dust density limitlT.lD while in the
opposite limitlT.lc . Earlier, we had discussed the conce
of screening in the context of acoustic modes where the d
charge is fluctuating.15,16 Now we show that these concep
have much more general and wider applicabilityquite inde-
pendent of acoustic modes or any charge fluctuation effe.
It should be noted thatlc , which is the scale of the variation
of the induced plasma potential~due to charge reduction!
must be present in the calculation by Whippleet al.6 This is
a complete electrostatic treatment of the problem. Howe
this calculation is numerical and too involved for a cle
delineation of this scale. In the present paper we have
tained this scale by simple physical arguments. Recen
Lampeet al.17 have shown that trapped ions modify the D
bye screening in the vicinity of the grain. These conclusio
are relevant to our discussion in the limitad@lD where there
is usual screening of the grain by electrons and ions. Ho
ever, our main conclusion, that in the close packing limit t

FIG. 2. Plot oflD /lc vs eZ whereeZ5(qdnd /qni).
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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screening is mainly due to charge reduction, will not be
fected. In this limit the screening, due to electrons and ion
weak.

IV. SUMMARY

To summarize, starting from the charging model due
Havnes et al. ~which considers charging due to therm
fluxes! we show that the Boltzmann response for the dus
not valid. Hence dust grains do not screen each other
Debye screening when charging physics of the grains
taken into account. Further, we show that the dust gra
screen each other by charge reduction. In the limitad<lD , a
dust cloud develops a large negative potential which
shielded by charge reduction in the cloud over a scale len
lc .
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